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When FIAT launched in 2007 a new version of its historical “500” compact car, the TV marketing campaign 

in Italy was primarily based on a series of commercials showing black & white pictures of key events and 

personalities of post-war Italian history. Most peculiar for a TV commercial, a number of the pictures 

remind the viewer of events – e.g. bombing of public places, political violence, mafia violence, racism 

against South-Italians – that are still quite divisive in public discourse.  

Why is FIAT taking the risk of choosing such controversial images in a commercial campaign?  

Theoretically inspired by James Wertsch’s research on the role of cultural tools in mediating collective 

memories, as well as on the debate about the problem of an ‘Italian identity’, this study examines how 

these FIAT commercials appropriate histories of unreconciled grief and conflict and reframe them into a 

narration that constructs a shared identity of which a painful past is a necessary ingredient.  

To this goal, we first examine in detail the narrative and rhetorical structure of the commercials and then 

try to understand their impact on the viewers, as reflected in their comments and even parodies on the 

web. 

We further discuss the hypothesis that FIAT has identified a need for shared memory and identity that is 

not adequately satisfied by other voices of public discourse, such as the school or political debate. We also 

suggest that its status as the largest company and best known brand in Italy entitles FIAT to present itself as 

a credible bearer of common values, possibly in competition with other institutions. 

Finally, we offer a few reflections about what these commercials – and the processes that emerged as a 

reaction to them – can suggest us as teachers of history and culture. 

 


